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I know it has been a while since I last wrote. Consider it an extended holiday. The following two pages
are full of a few anecdotes and photos. The next issue will consist of more actual writing.

Halloween, Schmalloween.....

Can you say "not a holiday"? Can you say "it is an evil
holiday that goes against my Christian values"? I can think of many more reasons only a few kids at
our school, in this city, in this country, actually dress up for my favorite holiday. I took the liberty of a
makeshift wig, pimp hat, and glasses. I heisted the items from various passing students throughout the
day.
I wish the kids didn't even know about Halloween at our school. You will never see as much candy as
rich kids at a rich, private school. As a teacher, there is nothing worse than students high on sugar at
8am. I just gave up teaching that day. There was no use. Not only that, but the student government was
having their elections on the same day.
Our kids and their parents have a completely different view of elections for student government. It
seems like the student that gives away the most at recess and lunch wins the votes. There were hotdogs,
cotton candy, clowns, chocolate milk, bags of candy, cookies, music DJ's, dogs, and more.

Alejandro Cobos was running for school president of
elementary. He and his parents chose to go for the biggest
campaign ever...give away as much as possible to win. Make
the kids' stomachs happy and they will vote for Cobos!

Another student brought the local soccer team to
lunch time for an autograph session. The
teachers all hopped into a picture with San
Pedro's Beloved Team MARATHON!
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Not long ago, a fourth-grader had a birthday and the Hulk
came for her classroom party. He was huge!

Mr. Eucebio set up an opportunity for
Children's Day. He arranged an autograph
session with another soccer team, Rea'l Espania

I am still happy to be in Honduras.
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Debbie is our principal in primary. Here she is
helping to set up popsicles for Children's Day. It
is no wonder we have such problems with
students behaving, considering all of the candy
and sugar they feed on between classes.

Poker night is a regular Thursday night affair for the boys.
Paul usually takes all of Kurt's money. We switch off houses
depending on whose wife will allow the boys over that
particular night.

Ron went home to Canada this last summer.
This is what he sent down. An orange Harley
Davidson!
Once, Ron was pulled over by a nosy cop. Since
he had all of his papers in order, the cop didn't
know what to say. From what Ron understood,
the cop said "Keep an eye on that bike. One just
like it was stolen no too long ago." HAH! Sure,
another bright orange HARLEY.

I hope you enjoyed the photos and anecdotes. See you next issue.
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